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SOKKS training aids now also in the Slovenian Army
pp 22 ff

PRESENTING AID
FOR TRAINING

First training?
APPLY SOKKS-Original

On April 11, the veterinarian unit of the Slovene Army organized a presentation of a
reputable German expert, Prof Dr. Wolf A. Kafka, on the detection of explosives and
illicit drugs and the training of official dogs in Kočevska Reka . The lecture
emphasized the presentation of an anatomy of the dog's nose and the perception of
smells and processes that take place in the dog 's brain . Twenty years ago , the
aforementioned knowledge contributed to the development of innovative training aids
for the training of dogs, called SOKKS , which Professor Kafka rode with his colleagues
In addition to members of the Slovene Army lectures and practical demonstration of the
use of SOKKS were also attended by customs officers, police officers, police officers,
representatives of the Protection and Rescue Department of the Republic of Slovenia
and other participants in the profession involved in the training of official dogs.
Text: Jerneja Grmadnik Photo: Bruno Toič
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rofessor Dr. Kafka was already excited
about scent research early , because from
his molecular axis , he completed his
doctorate at Ludwig -Maximilian -Uni
versity in Munich , and since 1989 he has
published
numerous
international
publications on measurement, recognition
and use of odors and Neurophysics .
Beeing a member of the New York
Academy
of Sciences , the Beijing
University and the American Association
for the Advancement of Knowledge ,
he used his physical knowledge of the
smell for the development of dog training
tools after witnessing a tragic event . At
the end of the 1990s the previous century

one of his colleagues of the Max Planck'
s company was lost during his research in
the alps.Despite of the extensive campaign
of the Bavarian police cooperated with
tracer dogs they did not find his friend .
Professor Kafka began to think about how
to better train dogs for searching people ,
objects and substances . Various methods
for the effective detection of substances
were studied with colleagues , and on the
basis of in -depth investigations , the
aforementioned SOKKS were created .
These are externally seen as small white
filters , and in their special system , the
management
of different types of
explosives, prohibited drugs or other

substances is covered.
The SOKKS training aids are stored in
special bottles . They contain very small
quantities , in nanogram range , the right
substance , for example narcotics or
explosives , which does not pose a risk for
humans , animals and the environment in
their use. Since operative detector dogare
commonly trained with real substances ,
such as explosives, tobacco, blood, arsons,
drugs , and the like, whose use is riskyand
therefore
regulated
by strict legal
constraints , the application of SOKKS
training aids thus releaves from such
barriers.
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An additional advantage of juices is that
they contain a kind of mixture of all
possible types of explosives or drugs ,
which reduces learning time , as dogs are
only studying for a particular substance at
a time.
EXCELLENT VOHAL FEATURES
OF SOKKS
It's no coincidence that dogs are used to
identify different substances , objects or
missing persons , Professor
Kafka
explained
. They have exceptional
scavenging abilities , which are still
difficult to understand and analyze, but for
a long time it will not be possible to
replace them with any machine or
automated way of recognizing odor . Dr.
Kafka mentioned as an interesting fact that
a liter of pheromones could be melted and
mixed in the Lake of Lake Garda, and then
only a liter of water was captured , while
the dogs would recognize the smell. Such
remarkable perfunctory skills allow them
to reach the olfactory mucosa, where
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practiced , even when it is already
interrupted by other smells . The dog has to
be rewarded as soon as the original smell
enters, and later, when it is already trained, it
can also wait. Professor also warned that the
waste SOKKS tibes should be properly
disposed of in the waste bottle and discarded
. Some smells can be trapped in individual
types of toxins , from mobile phones , which
comes to law-abiding policemen who, with
detector dogs , check shipments in prisons ,
to the smell of stenas searched by dogs in
otels. "We can produce SOKKS with all the
materials that have volatile particles ," Wolf
Kafka stressed , adding that they had to
reject strings that wanted to squeeze with
asbestos -guiding , since this is not a suitable
PROFESOR DOKTOR WOLF
composition . SOKKS tubi for the training
A. KAFKAJE POVEDAL, DAJE
are applied throughout
Europe and
MOGOČE ZAČETI PSA TRENIRATI
elsewhere around the world . They are used
V ISKANJU KONTAMINIRANIH
in the Austrian army and the police , as
VZORCEV Z METODO UČENJA S
SOKSOM ŽE PO TREH DNEH.
well as the French , Italians , Swiss
customs officers , the air services in
Paraguay , Ecuador and many more
there are scent receptors . The surface of .
the mucosa is about 40 times greater than EFFICIENCY RECOGNIZED ALSO
that of a human. In addition , dogs can also IN SLOVENSKÍ VOJSKI
distinguish greatly from the scents ,
perceive them extremely quickly , per In the Slovenian Armed Forces , some
minute, and create the smell a kind of three- special tasks , including the detection of
dimensional image to make it easier to explosives and preventive drugs , are used
distinguish it. Professor Kafka emphasized , by military dogs trained in the Breeding
and in the continuation of the prospect , Center and the training of military dogs. "
explained some of the fascinating properties We met with the method of soksov in the
of scents. He explained that the substance is Austrian army , but now we are also
emitting a scent due to volantile particles in experiencing it. We find that it is effective,
its composition . Their evaporation depends "said Anton Krkovič , the instructor for
on the air pressure , on the surface of the breeding and training of dogs Štábni
substance , etc . Despite the example of vodník, adding that SOKKS were tested on a
evaporation evaporation, however, it can not Belgian shepherd and a mixture with a
be said that the scent is doubled or consumed terrier that is not a military official dog . "
, therefore it does not depend on the amount The advantage of using socks is that you do
of substance . He explained that the scent is not work with the right eccentricity . Namely
not evenly distributed , as it takes a stream in , when it is created once , the dog
the air. The source of the smell is where the contaminates the space, and the dog returns
time - variation of concentration of the to the source of the smell even longer , even
particles is the smallest and the advantage of though there is no longer an exfoliant . In
the dogs is the ability to trace the odor trail. addition , their use is safer and learning
With various anatomical images , the faster , as the dog is training at one time for
professor showed how the nerve impulses the detection of several explosives at one
from the dog 's nose to the brain are being time, which are in several types of SOKKS.
transmitted and how they are formed before Later , it is necessary
to work with
the settings of a certain odor. "The smell can individual explosives , "explained the
not be interpreted
by its chemical instructor , who showed how learning is
composition , but we can say that it can only taking place . When a dog approaches a
be created in the brain and not at all earlier " snack of soksu , it is necessary to confirm
explained the professor . The dog has thus to his behavior . This should be done with
be trianed with real materials rather than praise bravo or with a specific device , and
imitations . First , the dog recognizes the then reward it with a treat . This is a sign
smell , then searches for the source of its for a dog that he did something right . "At
origin . Juice must first be offered from the this initial stage I use a device or a clicker.
original bottle . Once the device is removed It is important to confirm the behavior , as
from the bottle , it is contaminated with other soon as the dog catches the SOKKS, because
leads , so it should be placed in the "used " I am too slow in word . The dog learns
typed bottle where the sophoses are already through the game. When you remember the
used . The dog learns to trace the smell for smell of the saxophone , you can deal with
which it has been
real punishment as well as reminder . We use
the Slovenské Army to indicate the SOKKS
training
aids explained
the štábni
KRKOVIČ . In the Slo vensk military , the
INSTRUTOR ŠTÁBNI VODNÍKANTOCN KRKOVIČ
EXPRESSED THAT THE SOKKS TUBI ARE NOT
first results of the use of the soks are satisfied
DANGEROUS FOR USE, WHICH MAY BE POWERFUL
IN THE APPLICATION OF SPECIFIC EXPLOSIVES
and we are also planning to continue using
WHICH HAVE BEEN ENHANCED.
this learning method.

